[Anatomy of the nucleus magnocellularis in the basal forebrain of rodents and rabbits].
1. We have investigated the topographic organization and the extend of the magnocellular nuclei in the basal forebrain in 7 species of rodents and in the hare and the rabbit. 2. These nuclei, extending in rostro-caudal direction and forming a more or less continuous complex, are termed as follows: Nc. tractus diagonalis with pars medialis septi, pars verticalis and pars horizontalis, Nc. praeopticus magnocellularis, Substantia innominata, Nc. basalis Meynert, large cells lying along the lateral, ventral and medial borders of the globus pallidus, within the nucleus ansae lenticularis and the nucleus entopeduncularis. 3. Despite the multiplicity of nomenclature used by several authors for the same or different species, the magnocellular basal forebrain complex is present in all mammalian species investigated up to now. 4. We found that the nucleus medialis septi is not a separate nucleus. As a part of the pars verticalis of the diagonal band it is a subdivision of this nucleus. Indications for this result are: Agreeing positions of the cells among the fibers of the diagonal band of Broca, identical types of neurons in Golgi-preparations, the same efferent projection regions (mainly hippocampus). 5. In most of the rodents the nucleus basalis of Meynert can not be recognized in Nissl-preparations. Large interdigitated, cells as well in the substantia innominata as in the boundaries of the globus pallidus may probably be homologous to those in this nucleus. 6. In the squirrel we observed an accumulation of large cells at the ventral border of the globus pallidus interpreting this as a nuclear formation homologous or analogous to the nucleus basalis of Meynert in primates. 7. The hare and the rabbit form also an accumulation of large cells interpreted as nucleus basalis of Meynert. A dense arrangement already can be seen in the magnocellular praeoptic nucleus. It continuous through the ventral pallidum and the substantia innominata to the ventral border of the globus pallidus. 8. To elucidate the interrelations between the formation of a distinct nucleus basalis of Meynert and the mesencephalization process in the mammalian phylogeny more comparative investigations are necessary.